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Technical Information
SC STIX – 741
Sand Control
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
SC STIX – 741 contains a blend of chemicals that are specifically designed to convert dense
sludge and silt deposits into light non adherent agglomerates that permit easy dispersion. The
foaming effect is added to produce desired de-liquidation and lift of water from down hole in
the flowing well. This process will help in the removal and unloading of solids from down hole
in the producing well to the surface where they can be handled in a more conventional and
economical manner.
PRODUCT FEATURES
SC STIX – 741 is a blend of water soluble based chemicals composed of dispersing agents,
sequestering agents, various surfactants and foaming agents all combined together. As the
liquid blend migrates in the fluids down hole it begins to disperse and sequestering the silts and
sludge down hole, lifting the fluids and solids to the surface.
RECOMMENDED APPLICATION
Treatment using the SC STIX – 741 varies from well to well depending of the amount of water
and volume of sludge down hole and should be adjusted accordingly. In many cases .005% to
0.5% based on total fluid down hole to be treated, have proven to be effective by either
continuous injection or batch treatments. This treatment may need to be repeated for a couple
days until the silts and sludge have been removed from down hole. Treatments thereafter may
be reduced, as well as treatment rates as need to prevent any further silt or sludge build up
down hole. Suspended solids in the produced fluids can be tested periodically to determine the
effectiveness of the treatment applications.
For sufficient use, the liquid blend should be placed as close as possible to the source of silts
and sludge down hole.
STORAGE AND HANDLING
SC STIX – 741 are non-toxic, but should be handled and treated like any chemical product.
Always try to use gloves to avoid contact with hands. As with any industrial chemical, keep out
of reach of children and avoid prolonged contact with skin. A material safety data sheet
outlining proper handling of this product is available upon request, or will be forwarded upon
the purchase of SC STIX – 741.

